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Valuation of the Town by Invoice, April 1, 1904.
376 polls, $37,600 00
Resident real estate, 290,665 00









Stock in banks and other corporations in
state,




Rate of taxation, $1.85.
17,100
Repairs " Dunton " road,
Hay scales,
Memorial day,






Surplus on the above,
Committee to A.T. Byam for collection.
We have drawn on the town treasurer
155 orders amounting to
$500
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS.
S. S. Stone, Memorial Day,
A. J. Blake, annual library appropriation,
A. J. Blake, cataloguing library,
J. H. Firmin, re-writing records (1902),
J. M. Parker, old home week,
C. L. Haskell, repairing schoolhouse,
C. L. Haskell, school supplies,




W. M. Chaplin, labor,
B. C. Hodge, labor,
Geo. A. Dunton & Co., lumber,
S. S. Stone, lumber,
D. F. Hayden, labor,
H. C. Tenney, labor,




L. E. Gilson, paA' roll for 40 men,
W. E. Barrus, steward's bill,
W. E. Barrus, care of reservoirs,
J. M. Parker & Co., supplies,
C. P. Bosworth, fire alarm box,
$106
8
D. H. Firmiii, selectman,
J. M. Parker, moderator. May 12, 1903,
J. M. Parker, moderator,
J. M. Parker, auditor,
C. D. Bigelovv, supervisor,
C. D. Bigelow, school auditor,
I. H. Burbank, supervisor,
E. Cummings, supervisor,
H. P. Fairbanks, supervisor,
E. B. Holman, dog constable,
Annie L. Colbj^ librarian,
L. Spaulding, police,
J. S. Blair, police,
A. T. Bj-am, superintendent of cemetery',
W. E. Barrus, bell ringer,
E. B. Holman, police,
M. W. Flagg, care of town clock,
W. J. Whitcomb, election officer,
W. E. Barrus, police,
Lilly C. Howes, school board,
O. Wilson Kimball, school board,
Geo. S. Emerson, school board,
J. M. Derby, election officer,
E. A. Nutting, election officer,
J. S. Blair, election officer,
J. H. Firmin, town clerk,
A. J. Blake, district clerk,
*
C. L. Haskell, school treasurer,
C. L. Haskell, town treasurer,
C. L. Haskell, fireward,
C. P. Bosworth, fireward,
D. H. Firmin, fireward,
R. P. Fisher, truant officer,
Geo. S. Emerson, board of health,
A. T. Bj'am, police,
E. Cummings, liquor agent,
H. C. Tenney, town hall agent,
$119
A. T. Byam, tax collector, $85 00
$856 78
MISCELLANEOUS.
A. J. Blake, insurance. Grant building,
A. J. Blake, insurance, town hall,
C. B. Perry & Sons, insurance, town hall,
J. H. Firmin, insurance, library,
H. C. Tenney, team,
H. C. Tenney, bounty on hedgehogs,
H. C. Tenney, postage,
C. D. Bigelow, check lists,
D. H. Firmin, bounty on. hedgehogs,
D. H. Firmin, police supplies,
Guy W. Tenney, repairs, town hall,
G. L. Stearns, deputy collector, revenue stamps,
Reed & Chaplin, wood, town hall,
W. M. Chaplin, team,
W. M. Chaplin, repairs of lockup,
W. M. Chaplin, bounty on hedgehogs,
W. M. Chaplin, paid county sealer of weights
and measures,
W. M. Chaplin, freight on weights and measures,
D. H. Firmin, express on town reports,
D. H. Firmin, postage on town reports,
D. H. Firmin, expense to Keene,
D. H. Firmin, police badges,
D. H. Firmin, team,
D. H. Firmin, taking Gaffney to county farm,
D. H. Firmin, telephone,
D. H. Gaffney, postage,
J. F. Burt, pump and pipe, town well,
Guy W. Tenne3s repairs on Grant buildings,
Kimball Academy, tuition, Rollo Wright,
Keene High School, tuition, Hattie Fairbanks,




F. O. Green, repairs, Grant house,
Sentinel Printing Co., town reports,
Sentinel Printing Co., order book,
George H. Prentice, repairs on tool house,
George H. Prentice, labor, town pump,
Carl Fairbanks, repairs on tool house,
J. E. Beniis, repairing lockup,
J. E. Beniis, repairing pump, Grant farm,
Annie L. Colby, care of library,
W. H. Rumrill, labor, town pump,
H. C. Tenney, lumber for tool house,
L. Spaulding, tickets to Keene,
J. S. Blair, expense to Keene,
W. M. Chaplin, appointment blanks,
W. M. Chaplin, fares to Keene,
W. M. Chaplin, police supplies,
John Crosby, assisting police,
George E. Wheeler, assisting police,
W. E. Dean, assisting police,
Colby Academy, tuition, Gertrude Pratt,
W. E. Barrus, board of prisoners,
W. E. Barrus, care of tramps,
E. B. Holman, expense to Keene,
Tenney & Bosworth, case for town measurer,
D. H. Firmin, expense to Keene,
D. H. Firmin, express on handcuffs,
D. H. Firmin, fares to Westmoreland,
W. M. Chaplin, recording deed,
W. M. Chaplin, office supplies,
W. M. Chaplin, telephone,
M. P. Whitcomb, damage to sheep by dogs,
Keene High School, tuition, Mabel Fairbanks,
Keene High School, tuition, Hattie Fairbanks,
Keene High School, tuition, Lucy Fairbanks,
Keene High School, tuition, Susie Dale\',
Keene High School, tuition, Hattie Fairbanks,
Keene High School, tuition, Lucy Fairbanks,
$5
11
Keene High School, tuition, Susie Dale}', $10 00
E. L. Stone, splints, town hall,
John Lee, water tub,
E. E. Roundy, water tub,
J. E. Bemis, water tub,
J. A. Cross, water tub,
Mrs. Hodge, water tub,
S. Kendall, water tub,
N. U. Cahill, water tub,
D. F. White, water tub,
R. L. Angier, water tub,
I. H. Burbank, blank check lists,
J. E. Bemis, repairing stove,
W. E. Barrus, repairs on lockup,
O. Wilson Kimball, enumerating school children,
A. N. Hay den, repairs of town hall,
J. M. Parker & Co., paint and hardware. Grant
farm,
J. M. Parker & Co., supplies, hall and library,
A. J. Blake, labels for town books,
Geo. S. Emerson, board of health, incidental ex-
pense,
Geo. S. Emerson, returning births and deaths,
M. T. Stone, returning births and deaths,
A. T. Byam, board of health, incidental expense,
C. L. Haskell, express,
John S. Blair, teams,
John S. Blair, suppers for election officers,
H. C. Tenney, repairs of lockup,
J. H. Firmin, expense of court, Perry vs. Firmin,
A. T. Byam, labor in cemetery,
A. F. Bartlett, repairs on Grant buildings,




SETTLEMENT WITH A. T. BYAM, TAX COLLECTOR,
FOR 1902.
Amount due Feb. 15, 1904, $1 90
Abated Feb. 15, 1905, 1 90
SETTLEMENT WITH A. T. BYAM, TAX COLLECTOR,
FOR 1903.
Amount due Feb. 15, 1904,
Interest,
Paid town treasurer, tax,
Paid town treasurer, interest,
Abated Feb. 15, 1905,
Balance of Feb. 15, 1904,
Balance of Feb. 15, 1904,
Interest on balance.




















Cole, Bert (paid in Richmond)
Goffney, Thomas C. (dead)








John J. Allen fund:
Amount in treasury Feb. 15, 1904, $88 65









Sarah A. Carter fund :
Amount in treasurj- Feb. 15, 1904,
Interest on same,
$105 07
Expended on lot, 1 00
Balance due, $104 07
Clarissy Bemis fund
:
Amount in treasury, March 10, 1904. $25 00
Interest on same, 81
$91
15
R. P. Fisher, labor and paint,
Geo. A. Dunton & Co., lumber,
E. L. Stone, lumber.
Reed & Chaplin, team,
W. E. Emerson, stone and use of tools,
J. M. Parker & Co., cement,













Abatements of 1902 tax,
Abatements of 1903 tax.
Abatements of 1904 tax.





Due on Damon fund,
Due on Allen fund,
Due on Spaulding fund,
Due on Carter fund,
$194
17


































































ARTHUR T. BYAM, Collector,
$1
19
REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER.
CASH RECEIVED.
Cash on hand, February 15, 1904, $398 49
Clancy Bemis, 25 00
A. T. Byam, collector, 201 24
Lappi Thomas, fine, ^ 6 00
John Honkla, 3 00
Railroad tax, 186 44
Savings bank tax, 155 34
Literary fund, 109 45
State appropriation, 402 50
State for high school tuition, 10 71
Hedgehog bounty, 71 25
Dog license, ' 188 12
E. C. Baker, gravel, 5 70
A. N. Hayden, town hall, 51 00
E. Cummings, liquor sold, 44 23
J. E. Bemis, scales, 2 35
A. T. Byam, abatements, 1902, 1 90
A. T. Byam, abatements, 1903, 16 28
A. T. Byam, abatements, 1904, 16 18
H. T. Tenney, hall agent, 11 00
Hannon & Johnson, fine, 6 00
A. T. Byam, interest, 1904, 14 80
Income from Grant place, 27 20
A. T. Byam, collector, 1904, 9,497 54
Overdrawn library account, 3 00
Cemetery lots sold, 30 75
20
A. T. Byam, discount, $378 24
A. T. Byam, interest, 1904. 19 94
$11,883 65
DISBURSEMENTS.
County tax, $982 93
State tax, 573 00
155 town orders, 9,468 55
Cash on hand, Feb. 15, 1905, , 859 17
$11,883 65
The undersigned having examined the above report of




FitzwilHam, Feb. 25, 1905.
21
LIST OF TAXPAYERS.
VALUE OF REAL ESTATE, TOTAL VALUATION AND
AMOUNT OF TAX OF EACH FOR THE YEAR



















Clark, H. A. '& W. P.
Clark, Francis L.
Clark, Martin L.
































Came, Alice T., in trust,
Chaplin, W. M., admr.,
Casnow, Frank
Cirillo, Guissippi













Drury, S3dvester, est. of
Dunton, George O.
Dunton, George A.




































Pierce, Fred E., estate of
Pierce, Charles F.
Parker, John M.































































































Fitchburg R. R. Co.,
Forrestall, Sylvender
Fisk, John M.














REPORT OF ROAD AGENTS.
REPORT OF CHAS. A. ELLIS, ROAD AGENT.
District No. 1.
Received orders on town treasurer, $443 45
Expended
:
A. L. Ellis, 42 days, 4 1-6 hours at $1.75, $74 23
A. L. Ellis, team, 17^2 days at $1.50, 17 50
A. L. Ellis, 520 feet plank at $15.00, 7 80
Estate of E. M. Bent, 288 feet plank at $15.00, 4 32
Estate of E. M. Bent, railings, 4 00
Gilbert Gerry, 16 days at 75c, 12 00
S. S. Stone, 822 feet" lumber at $15.00, 12 33
S. S. Stone, 148 feet lumber at $14.00, 2 07
S. S. Stone, 27 hours, team at 35c, 9 45
S. S. Stone, 31 hours, man at 15c, 4 65
W. A. Hall, 47 hours at 16c, 7 52
E. C. Baker, 4 oxen, 4 days, 24 00
E. C. Baker, man, 81/2 days at $1.75, 14 87
E. C. Baker, team and man, 4 63
John W. Mann, 12 days at $1.60, 19 20
Elmer Wade, 1 day at $1.75, 1 75
A. J. Streeter, team 2 days, 5 50
Geo. A. Dunton & Co., 1,340 feet plank at $15.00, 20 10
Frank Streeter, team 23 hours at 40c, 9 20
Frank Streeter, man 23 hours at 15c, 3 45
Wm. H. Lang, team 13 hours at 35c, 4 55
Robert Bent, 1^/2 days at $1.25, 1 88
Chas. A. Ellis, 65 9-10 days at $2.00, 131 80
40
Chas. A. Ellis, team 45 2-10 days at $1.00, $45 20
Chas. A. Ellis, spikes and blacksmith, 1 45
$443 45
Property on hand belonging to town : 1 iron bar, 1
spade, 2 shovels, 2 picks.
Respectfully submitted,
CHARLES A. ELLIS.
Fitzwilliam, Feb. 15, 1905.
1904.
41
Finn man, 2 clays,
Express on plow points,
Expended from May 6 to June 4, 1904:
E. C. Baker, 19 days at $3.75 per day,
D. F. Hayden, 8 days at $3.75 per day with team,
John Shea, 2 days with team,
L. Bordo. 19 days at $1.75,
John Shea, 15^^ da3^s at $1.75,
Finn man, 18^ days,
D. F. Hayden, 1 day,
R. L. Angier, for plank,
J. M. Parker & Co., two shovels,
Expended from June 4 to Julj' 2
:
E. C. Baker, 13 days at $3.75 per day,
D. F. Hayden, 1 day with team,
L. Bordo, 11 days at $1.75,
John Shea, 11 days at $1.75,
Finn man, 11 days at $1.75,
R. L. Angier, plank,
W. E. Emerson, dynamite, fuse and caps,
C. Myra, 25 loads of gravel at 5c per load,
Expended from July to September:
E. C. Baker, 14V2 days with team at $3.50,
E. C. Baker, 55 hours at 20c,
Finn man, 15i/^ days at $1.75,
John Shea, 6 days at $1.75,
D. F. Hayden, 2 days at $1.75,





Expended from September to Noveiiiber
:
E. C. Baker, 10 days at $3.50,
E. C. Baker, 8 hours at 20c.
Finn man, 11 days at $1.75.
John Shea. 6 days at $1.75,
D. F. Hayden, 4 days at $2.00,
W. E. Emerson, stone.
Expended from November to February 15
E. C. Baker, 89 hours at 35c,
E. C. Baker, 12 hours at 20c,
E. Carpenter, 41 hours with team at 85c,
E. Carpenter, men, 95 hours at 18c,
G. A. Putnam, 11 hours at 35c,
G. A. Putnam, men, 65V2 hours at 18c,
E. R. Fisher, 28 hours at 40c,
O. M. Darling, 10 hours at 35c,
O. M. Darling, men. 23 hours at 18c,
H. Tucker. 34 hours at 18c,
F. D. Holman, 221/2 hours at 18c,
W. Dun ton, 13 hours at 18c,
D. Dunton, 6 hours at 35c,
D. Dunton, men, 13 hours at 18c,
A. H. Turner, 9 hours at 18c,
A. E. Hayden, IG^?^ hours at 18c,
Jacob Auto, 45 hours at 15c,
Walter Kendall,
Leroy Gilson, 10 hours at 18c,
Wallace Flagg, 18 hours at 18c,
Fred Simenoe, 5 hours at 18c,
Parley Hodge, 6 hours at 18c,
Chas. Florence, 9 hours at 18c,
D. F. Ha3'den, 11 hours at 18c,
Daniel Shea, 7 hours at 18c,
John Shea, 24 hours at 18c,
$35
43
R. P. Fisher, 20 hours at 18c,




















W. H. S. Whipple,
E. E. Roundy,
Fred Champney,



















J. E. Bemis, $5 45
$902 80
Received orders on town treasurer, $902 80





Dynamite, fuse and caps, $0 35
Respectfully submitted,
GEO. H. FAIRBANKS.
Fitzwilliam, N. H., Feb. 15, 1905.
REPORT OF D. H. REED, ROAD AGENT.
Work from Feb. 15 to April 9, 1904:
D. H. Reed. 96 hours at 20c, $19 20
Reed & Chaplin, teams and men, 105% hours at
40c, 42 20
W. M. Chaplin, 22 hours at 20c, 4 40
Bartlett Hayden, 6 hours at 20c, 1 20
Henry Clark, 5 hours at 20c, 1 00
E. E. Roundy, 11 hours at 20c, 2 20
1 bag salt, 56




REPORT FOR E. M. BENT, ROAD AGENT.
Breaking roads February 16 to March 23, 1904:
Man and team, 13 hours at 40c, $5 20
Man, 7 hours at 16c, 1 12
Boy, 91/2 hours at 7y2C, 71
46
Work on road April 7 to May 1, 1904:
Man, 22^4 hours at 16c,
Boy, 5 hours at 7V2C,
Man and team, 33 hours at 30c,
Received town order.
Respectfully submitted,




REPORT OF LIQUOR AGENT.
Liquor on hand Feb. 15, 1904:
Whiskey, 8 pints, $3 28
Alcohol, 25 pints, 8 87
Gin, 5 pints, 2 40
Rum, 4V^ pints, 1 71
London Stout, 10 bottles, 2 80
Cash paid for liquor,
Cash paid for express and freight charges,





London Stout, 10 bottles,
1 keg, 3 cans, 5 demijohns, 7 jugs,




Whiskey, 1931/4 pints, 50c, $96 63




REPORT OF TOWN HALL AGENT,
From Feb. 14, 1904, to Mar. 9, 1904.
Feb. 16. H. A. Jones, town hall,
Feb. 18. Stone cutters, G. A. R. hall,
Feb. 22. Manchester Unity, G. A. R. hall,
Feb. 22. 12 o'clock dance, town hall,
Feb. 23. Grange, G. A. R. hall,
Feb. 25. L. hall, G. A. R. hall.








REPORT OF TOWN HALL AGENT,
From Mar. 8, 1904, to Feb. 15, 1905.
Number of times hall opened, 165.
Opened for G. A. R., 16 times free.
Opened for Schools, 4 times free.
Opened for Town, 4 times free.
Opened for Memorial Sunday, 1 time free.
Opened for Memorial da3% 2 times free.
Opened for Golf Club, 4 times, $8 00
Opened for None Such Club, 3 times, 6 75
Opened for Eagle Club, 2 times, 5 75
Opened for Old Home Day, 3 times, 5 00
Opened for Unitarian Societ\% 8 times, 10 00
Opened for Congregational Societ3% 2 times, 4 00
Opened for Granite Cutters, 22 times, 11 25
Opened for Manchester- Unity, 24 times, 15 75
Opened for W. R. C, 15 times, 7 70
Opened for Grange, 28 times, 26 05
Opened for Dances, 21 times, 70 00
Apr. 25. N. Y. Specialty Co. 5 25
June 9. Class of 1901, 50
Sept. 17. Finn Fair, 3 00
Oct. 28. Moving Pictures, 4 50
Dec. 27. Robert Firmin Party, 75
Jan. 2, 1905, Granite Manufactures, 75
51
FIREWARD^S REPORT.
No fire alarms given during the past 3'ear.
Nov. 16, a dwelling house owned by R. L. Angier w^as
destroyed by fire.
Feb. 5, a slight fire at the Fitzwilliam Tavern.
The apparatus is as follows: one Hunneman engine, one
hose cart, four pieces suction hose, six hundred feet poor
hose, four hundred feet of good hose, three axes, two lan-
terns, one wrench, six fire buckets, one fire hook, one ladder,
one bell from old engine, sixteen steel hoes, six steel
shovels, one w^ooden shovel, one extra plunger, three fire
extinguishers and boxes, one Siamese.
CHAS. L. HASKELL,
Chief of Firewards.
REPORT OF PUBLIC WEIGHER
From October 7, 1904, to February 15, 1905.
Received for use of scales, $4 70
Paid town treasurer, $2 35






Fitzwilliam Old Home Week Association.
The committee appointed at the last annual town meet-
ing to make arrangements for the observance of "Old
Home Week," met with the members of the Old Town
Picnic Association and it was voted to reorganize and to
call the new association the Fitzwilliam Old Home Week
Association. Francis W. Crooker was elected president,
G. S. Emerson, M. D., secretary, and E. L. Stone, treasurer.
Meetings were held weekly during July and August to
plan for the grand home coming. Both young and old
from all parts of the town came to offer assistance. Sub-
committees were appointed to look after the various details.
Souvenir invitations were sent, so far as possible, to all
former residents and they received a hearty response.
Sunda3% August 21, a grand union service ^vas held in
the town hall. Tuesday, August 23, brought hundreds of
people who had not seen this town for many years. The
day was a perfect one and the whole atmosphere was filled
with a feeling of gladness. No accident happened to mar
in any way the happy event. The scores of reunions, the
grand picnic, the dinner, the music, the service in the church,
the sports and the banquet in the evening, seemed to fill
every one present with an enthusiam never to be forgotten.
The committee is more than ever convinced that the
"Old Home Week" idea, properly carried out, is a good
thing for the community and the universal expressions of
approval and congratulations from far and wide are proof
that the effort has not been in vain.
The thanks of the committee are due to Mrs. G. W.
Estabrook for the use of her grove, R. L. Angier, D. H.
Reed and J. M. Parker for assistance in making the affair
a success.
The committee does not think it wise to attempt such
a celebration oftener than once in two or three years, but
would suggest that a day be set apart for a reunion and
picnic.
Our treasurer's report given herewith shows a hand-







OLD HOME DAY RECEIPTS.
Aug. 23, 1994.
Amount left from last year.
Town fund,
E. L. Stone, tickets,
C. L. Williams, for grove,
George Bump, pop corn man,
Amount received for 7 ten-cent tickets,
Mrs. A. H. Hayden, tickets,
A. W. Howes, tickets,
J. M. Parker, tickets,
F. W. Crooker and Haskell, tickets,
H. M. White, tickets,
E. L. Stone, cash donated,
N. B. Hayden, cash donated,
G. S. Emerson, cash for badges,
F. W. Crooker, cash for envelopes,
$3
54
OLD HOME DAY EXPENSES.
August 23, 1904.
J. M. Parker to F. W. Crooker for cuts, printing
etc.,
J. M. Parker, for tacks,
J. H. Barrus, music for banquet,
C. L. Williams, ice cream,
A. N. Hayden, town hall,
F. W. Crooker, express, postage, etc.
Dr. G. S. Emerson, postage, etc.,
Sentinel Printing Company,
Cooley Mfg. Co., badges,
W. H. Jones & Co., turke^-s,
J. M. Parker, lemonade,
H. M. White, 7 tickets not sold,
J. M. Blair, barge,
Troy band,
Mr. Ball, for singing.











Our library now contains 5,959 volumes.
Number of books lost during the 3^ear, 3.
Number of books taken from the library during the
year, 2,936.
The library was closed for five weeks at the time of
making the new catalogue.
The largest circulation for any week was 94.
The average circulation per week was 62.
During the past j-ear our librarian, adopting the course
pursued by many of the public libraries in this, and several
other states, has occasionally selected and sent to the
teachers of our public schools, (under their care and direc-
tion) small boxes of books, to be read by the teachers and
scholars and then returned to the library.
As our public statutes provide, that all public libraries
established in this state shall be for the free use of all the
inhaliitants of the the town, we regard this a wise and
proper course to pursue; in order that all our teachers,
scholars and children in town, may have the free use and
benefit of our valuable library without being obliged in
many cases to travel several miles to the library to get a
book to read or study.
We would again respectfully call the attention of our
citizens to the provisions of chapter 8 of the Public Statutes
of New Hampshire, and chapter 111 of the laws of 1895,
in relation to the establishment and maintenance of free
public libraries. We gratefully acknowledge the receipt of
various reports and public documents from the state and
general government during the past year.
OTHER GIFTS.
One book from Mr. Henry Sabin, DesMoines, la.
Magazines from Mrs. Esdaile, Fitzwilliam.
Three books from Miss Mary Parker, Roxbury, Mass.
One book from Miss Ayers, Medford, Mass.
Minerals and two books from Mrs. H. Stearns.
57
Youths' Companions from Beatrice Wilkins.
One book from W. C. T. U.
"Dumb Animals," from Miss Addie Avers, Medford.
"Our Four-Footed Friends," from Miss Frances A3'er.
Picture of famous musical composers from Mrs. L. F.
Paul, Boston.
One illustrated book from Phillip B. Paul, Boston.
Magazines from Richard F. Paul, Boston.
Collier's Weekly from Miss Davis.
One book from a friend.
Six books from Miss Bertha K. Whipple.
One book from a friend.
One book from Miss Bigelow.
Three books from Mrs. Henry G. Perkins, Brookline.
Fifteen bound volumes of Harper's Magazine, ten vol-
umes of Harper's Weekly, three of Boys' and Girls' Weeklj^
and eight volumes of Youths' Companions from Mrs.
Charles Whittemore, New York.
Two 3'ears subscription for " Bird-Lore " from Mr. Geo.
B. Elliot, Boston.
Historj^ of Hampstead, N. H., from Miss Noyes, Hamp-
stead, in two volumes.
Christian Register.
Magazines from Magazine Club, Fitzwilliam.
We desire to repeat the suggestion made in our annual
report of 1904:
That our town is in great need of a suitable and com-
modious new building in which to store its valuable library,
and in which there should be a large hall, in which to dis-
play its pictures, engravings, works of art and curios, now
on hand, and which are rapidly accumulating from year
to year.
Another strong argument in favor of a separate build-
ing in which our library, its pictures, engravings, and
works of art should be stored, is proper protection and
security in case of fire, and we trust that the day is not
far distant when some means may be devised whereb}^ we
58
can have a new fire-proof building in which to store and







Fitzwilliam, N. H., Feb. 15, 1905.
TOWN LIBRARY CATALOGUE.
Report of the supervisors under the resolution adopted
March 8, 1904.
RESOLUTION.
"Resolved: That the sum of one hundred and fifty
dollars be, and is hereby raised and appropriated to
prepare and publish a catalogue of all the books in the
town librar3% under the care and direction of the librarian
and supervisors of the town library."
Agreeabh'- to the above resolution, the supervisors
procured the services of Misses Annie L. Colby and Eliza
J. Kimball to prepare for publication a catalogue of all
the books in the town library arranged in thirteen classes,
viz: biography, fiction, fine arts, general works, geog-
raphy and travels, histor3', juvenile department, literature,
philosophy, religion, science, sociology, and useful arts.
The preparation of the manuscript copy of the cata-
logue for the press and the marking and renumbering of
the books in the library was a difficult and laborious task
which was faithfully and efficiently accomplished by the
ladies above named. Their account for time and services
was $75.00, towards which they have been paid (in part),
$41.26, as the appropriation was not sufficient to cancel
the whole expense for preparing and publishing the cata-
logue, leaving a balance due the ladies above named for
59
their time and services the sum of $33.74, to which they
are justly and legally entitled, and which we trust the
town will cheerfully vote to pay at the coming annual
town meeting, March 14, 1905. The catalogue contains
sixty-three pages of two columns each, closely printed
;
the printing and binding was very neatly and promptly
done by the Sentinel Printing Company of Keene.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
feEdElPTS.
Amount appropriated March 8, 1904, $150 00
DISBURSEMENTS.
Paid library bureau for 5,750 gummed labels, $2 25
Stationery, postage and express, 1 29
Paid Sentinel Printing Co. for 300 catalogues, 105 20
Paid Annie L. Colby and Eliza J. Kimball, in part
for work cataloguing library, 41 26
$150 00





Fitzwilliam, N. H., Feb. 15, 1905.
60
THE JOHN J. ALLEN, JR., LIBRARY.
FINAL REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORS UNDER THE
RESOLUTION ADOPTED MARCH 10, 1903.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
RECEIPTS.




Apr. 22. Paid Library Bureau for 1 copy Cut-
ter's alphabetic order table, $1 25
1905.






Fitzwilliam, N. H., March 15, 1905.
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SUPPLEMENT TO CATALOGUE, 1904.
FICTION.
Affair at the Inn. K. D. Wiggin and others. W63a
Barchester Towers, 2 vol. Anthony TroUope. T74b
Biddy's Episodes. Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney. W61e
Crossing, The. Winston Churchill. C47c
Diary of goose-girl. K. D. Wiggin. W63d
Desert and the sown. M. H. Foote. F736d
Dr. Lavendar's people. M. Deland. D371
Emmy Lou. G. iVE. Martin. M36
Fuel of fire. T. Fowler. F82fa
Hound of the Baskervilles. C. F. Doyle. D77h
In spite of all. Edna Lyall. L98s
John Percyfield. C. H. Henderson. H38
Kate Bonnet. F. R. Stockton. St6k
Ladder of swords. Gilbert Parker. P221
'Lias's wife. M. B. Dunn. D924
Lily of France. C. A. Mason. M38
Marietta. M. F. Crawford. C854ma
Memoirs of a baby. J. Daskam. D26
My friend Prospero. H. Harlan. H224p
Owl's nest. E. Marlett. M345
Reaper, the. Edith Rickert. R42
Rudder-grangers abroad, and other stories. F. R.
Stockton. St6r
Things that are Cesar's. R. Kauffman. K16
Woman errant. Author of Garden of a Commuter's
wife. W845
Wood-carver of 'Lympus. M. E. Waller. W154
BIOGRAPHY.
Armstrong, Samuel Chapman. Edith Talbot. BAr5
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Maker of the new Orient ; Samuel Robbins Brown,
pioneer educator in China and Japan. W. E.
Griffis. BB81
Huxley, Thos. H., Life and letters, 2 v.; ed.
Leonard Huxley. BH98
Petrie, Irene; a woman's life for Kashmir. A. C.
Wilson. BP445
Great Composers. H. Butterworth. BB98
LITERATURE.
O. W. Holmes' complete poetical works. H08II
H. W. Longfellow's complete works, 2 v. AL811
A-hunting of the deer, and other essaj^s. C. D.
Warner. Wa814
Parables of life. Hamilton Mabie. M814
Ponkapog papers. T. B. Aldrich. A1814
Mr. Dooley in peace and war. D817
Sartor resartus. T. Carlyle. C824s
Simple life. Charles Wagner. W844s
TRAVEL.
Sights and scenes of the old world. (111.) A910
Adventures of Elizabeth in Riigen. Author Eliza-
beth and her German garden. E914.3
Across Asia on a bicjxle. T. G. Allen and W. L.
Sachtleben. S915
New way around an old world. F. E. Clarke. C915.7
Stage-coach and tavern days. Alice M. Earle. E917.3
HISTORY.
Corea, the hermit nation. W. E. Griffis. 951.9
Russia and the Russians. E. Noble. No947
Story of Japan. D. Murray. M952
Soldiers and sailors of revolutionarj^ war whose
graves are designated by markers. 973.3
Reminiscences of the Civil war. Gen. Geo. B.
Gordon. Go973.7
History of N. H. regiments, lst-17th. 974.2
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New Hampshire, an epitome of popular govern-
ment. F. B. Sanborn. S974.2
History of Hampstead, 2 vol. Vol. I town. Vol.
H church. Harriette E. Noyes. No974.29
History of Rindge. Plon. Ezra S. Stearns. St974.29
MISCELLANEOUS.
American citizen. C. F. Dole. D330
Americanisms. Scheie de Vere. 427.9
A. L. A. catalogue, 1904. 019
Author list of N. H. State Library, Vol. II. 019c
Caterpillars and their moths. Q. M. Eliot and
C. G. Soule. 595.78
Century of electricity. T. C. Mendenhall. M537
Granite Monthly, 2 vol. ,'03. Gr051
Harper's Magazine, 15 vol.,'69-'77. H051
Harper's Weekly, 10 vol., '68-'77. H051\v
Neighbor, The. N. S. Shaler. S300
Optimism. Helen Keller. K149.5
Other room, The. Lyman Abbott. Ab218
Park improvement papers of District of Columbia. 711p
Queen's English. Henry Alford. 420
School Journals, 3 vol. Sch051
Smithsonian Inst, report, vol. 27, '04. 506
Wonders of Vegetation. Scheie de Vere. 580
JUVENILE.
Beautiful Joe's paradise. M. Saunders. S636.7p
Beckoning Series. Paul Cobden.
Going on a mission. jC63
The turning wheel. jC63tu
Take a peep. jC63t
Boys' and girls' weekly, 3 vol. jB051
Child a-t play. Clara Murray. jM96
Children of the Arctic. Snowbaby and her mother. jBP31
Children's book. Collection of the best and most
famous stories and poems in the English lan-
guage. Horace E. Scudder. jScu4s
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Dream-fox story book. Mabel O. Wright. jW93
Edna and her brothers. Eliza 0. White. jW58e
Lob-lie-by-the-fire, and other tales. J. H. Ewing. jEwll





Monarch, the big bear of Tallac. Ernest Thomp-
son Seton. jS591.5b
Nathalie's sister. Anna C. Ray. jR21m
Old world wonder stories; ed. M. V. O'Shea. jShe3
Our little Japanese cousins. Mary H. Wade. JW915.2
Our little Russian cousins. Mary H. Wade. JW914.7
Selections from Grimm's fairj^ tales. jG88
Siege of Leyden; ed. W. E. Griffis. JM949.21
Story of our continent. N. S. Shaler. JS917
Story of the Iliad; ed. E. Brooks. jH75i
Story of the Odyssey; ed. A. J. Church. jH75o
Story of Rolf and the Viking's bow. Allen French. jF88r
Tale of Peter Rabbit. Beatrix Potter. jP85
Tanglewood tales. N. Hawthorne. ' jH81
Third alarm. J. L. Ford. jF75
Wonder book. N. Hawthorne. jH31w
Youth's Companion, 8 vol. '61-'75. jYOSl
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
FOR THE YEAR 1904-5.
To the School Board of Fitzwilliam
:
This, my third report, is limited to a few remarks upon
the new course of study.
Many of the higher classes will have l^een ten years in
school when this course is completed. Until within a few
3'^ears the number of weeks has been too few and the work
not well enough systematized to enable the classes to do
what is here outlined. A good deal has to be accomplished
before a child is fitted for a first-class high school. Most
of our pupils who take high school entrance examinations
take those of Keene. There, until the present year, the
length of the elementary course has been ten years.
This course of study is limited to the essentials of an
elementary education. It calls for no more than can be
done and done well. It will probably need to be amended
every year. It ought to be somewhat enriched in the near
future. Beginning with grade five the readers should be
supplemented by complete classics, e. g., Hiawatha, The
Wonder Book, A Christmas Carol. In every school there
should be five or six books on some phase of nature study.
One school might be equipped for the study of birds, an-
other flowers and so on. These books could be exchanged
and each school could then take up a new line of study.
This plan of moving books from school to school is
now carried on with many of the readers. Several of
those named in the course of studj^ are represented in
town b)' only eight copies.
Respectfulh^ submitted,
HENRY B. STEARNS.




Stndy the whole of this course of study, not merely
the work of your own grades.
Make a program stating the seat work as well as the
recitations of the different classes.
Fill out regularly the monthly record, which shows
the progress of the class.
Teach the children to take care of their books. Direct
pupils to report any mishap, such as the tearing out of a
leaf, as soon as it occurs. Materials for repairing books
are furnished. There should be a label in the front of
every book. Fill out the blanks on the label. In case of
contagious disease, see that books which- may be at home
are not brought back to school and distributed to other
pupils. Infected books should be disinfected or destroyed.
Keep the text-book record accurately.
All supplies received are to be recorded in a supply
book kept in each school.
At the end of each term place the program, monthly
record, text-book record, supply book and course of
study together in the book closet.
In making out the register note carefully directions on
the first page. Take especial pains to be accurate. Fill
out all the blanks. Be sure to return the register to the
committee at the close of a term.
Certificates signed in blank are left in everj'^ school,
These are to be filled out by the teacher and presented on
the last day of the term to all those whose names appear
on the roll of perfect attendance in the back of the
register.
Beginning with grade four, give several tests a term
in each study. Keep these tests and the questions on file
for one year.
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For suggestions as to seat work for all primary classes
refer to Sarah Arnold's Plans for Busy Work. This and
other manuals referred to in the course, except Keene
course, for 1902, are furnished for each school.
Make a thorough study of your text-books. Read the
introductions and the notes for teachers. Master the
author's plan and method. Remember that the book is a
good servant but a poor master. A text-book is a "book
of texts." "It is not large enough to contain all that a
good teacher needs."
COURSE OF STUDY.
Adopted February 23, 1905.
Beginners may enter either in the spring or fall term
but not later than the first day of the third week. No
child will be admitted until five years old.
READING.
Grade I.
Teach from blackboard about ninety words in script.
As words are learned, write them in sentences. Make sen-
tences very short and simple. From the first teach the
pupil to read the sentence as a whole, not one word at a
time. Throughout the first two years' work, always
require the pupil to read a sentence to himself before
attempting to give it aloud. Choose words from first
part of primers. Do not copy the sentences of the book.
Vary them so that they will not have been memorized
when primer is undertaken. Be sure that the child gets
the thought.
Complete Cyr Primer, either Child Life or Heath
Primer and take easiest lessons from Cvr I and either
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Child Life I or Heath I. Do not complete one reader
before taking another. From several, select lessons in the
order of their difficulty. Devote a considerable proportion
of the time to the word drill. Present the words in differ-
ent ways and use various devices to prevent the drill from
becoming monotonous. Reviev^ constantly' and give
special attention to those words which are at the same
time common and hard to learn.
Separate words into the sounds of which they are
made up, i.e., pronounce the word slowW r-a-t,t-o-p. Teach
sound values of the more commonly used consonants and
the long and short sounds of vowels. Teach ing, ings,
ight, ights, er, ers. Make the phonetic drill an aid to good
enunciation, e. g., in teaching the phonogram ing, see that
g is sounded.
Grade II.
Keep up word drill. Give special attention to such
words as : whose, what, who, which, or, our, this, round
here, around, for, does. Teach the children to distinguish
words and expressions which are likely to be confused, e. g.,
it is— is it. . was— saw.
of— from. on— no.
where— there. these— those.
their— there. what— that.
through— though— thought.
Teach remaining consonant sounds. Complete Cyr I,
In Mythland and two of the following: Heath I, Child Life
I, Re^'nard the Fox.
Grade HI.
Observe directions under grade II for word drill. Com-
plete Cyr II and one of the following: Child Life II,
Ulysses, Robinson Crusoe for 3'oungest readers.
For much of the reading matter in this and subsequent




Grades V, YI. VII.
Cvr IV and Normal IV, or Black Beauty. Unite the
grades whenever practicable.
Grades VIII. IX.
C^^r V. Unite. Drill for expression, re-reading selections
well adapted for this purpose.
LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR.
Much of the language work can be correlated with that
in other studies. Several grades can be combined together
for parts of the work. Beginning with grade IV the dicta-
tion exercises in the speller furnish an important part of
the course in language.
Grade I.
Oral lessons: Purpose— to accustom pupils to express
their thoughts in simple and correct forms of speech.
Material— reading and observation lessons, pictures, or
whatever the ingenuity of the teacher may suggest.
Teach the use of the period and interrogation point at
the end of sentences.
Grade II.
Oral and written exercises : Purpose and material as
in Grade I. (a) The oral expression of the substance of
passages read from the regukir and supplementarj' readers,
(b) Short stories told or read to the pupils, and repro-
duced by them orally, (c) Simple thoughts suggested by
pictures or b\' the observation lessons, to be expressed in
writing, (d) Simple sentences written from dictation,
(e) Teach the proper use of the following abbreviations
:
Mr., Mrs., Dr., ct., doz.
Grade III.
Oral and written exercises : Purpose and material as
in Grade I. (a) The substance of reading lessons to be
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expressed orally, (b) Short stories read silently, and
then reproduced orally and in writing, (c) Stories written
from pictures, (d) Letter writing begun, (e) Words,
phrases, sentences and short letters and stories written
from dictation.
Grade IV.
Metcalfs Elementary English to Chapter IV. (A
course of study recently prepared by Mr. Metcalf has been
drawn upon for the directions given for grades I, II, III.
Make the written language work very simple for these
grades.)
Grade V.





Begin Metcalfs English Grammar. Omit lessons XXXV
— XXVIII. They may be taken later in the course, after
lesson XCIX.'
In this and subsequent grades keep up the practice in
composition. Frequently substitute for the usual oral
recitation in history, geography, physiology or civics,
w^ritten lessons. Have individuals look-up special subjects
and write upon them. Give also themes about which
pupils have knowledge at first hand and need not refer to
books.
Grade VIII.
Metcalfs Grammar Part I completed, part II begun.
Grade IX.
Part II completed and most important subjects in
Part III. Part II was arranged by the author "to com-
plete all the essentials of grammar." The amount of part
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III to be taken would depend upon the aptitude of the
class in this subject and their ability to complete the pre-
scribed course in other studies.
SPELLING.
Grade I— Combine spelling with word and phonetic
drill. The names of the letters should not be emphasized
until the pupil is fairly familiar with their sound values.
Grades II and III— Words taken from readers mainlv.
Combine with word drill, observing directions given for
this under reading, grades I and II.
Grade IV— Blaisdell Speller. Book I, Part I.
Grade V— Blaisdell Speller. Book I, Part II.
Grade VI— Blaisdell Speller. Book II, Part I.
Grade VII— Blaisdell Speller. Book II, Part II.
Grade VIII— Blaisdell Speller. Book II, Part III.
Grade IX— Occasionally give this class, together with
all the higher grades, a drill on commonly misspelled
words. Point out to the individual pupil the words which
he misspells. Have individual lists made out.
WRITING.
Employ the vertical system but do not try to change
the slant of any pupil's writing if he has acquired another
system. Insist upon a position which shall allow the
free use of the arm. Introduce the pen in grade III. It
should be used instead of the pencil in nearly all the
written work.
Insist that all written work shall be neatly done.
Have the work on the arithmetic papers properly spaced
instead of crowded together. Take especial pains to train
the pupil to place each figure in a column directly under
the one above.
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For entering class, cop^-ing of figures and small letters
on the board and on paper. Teach first those letters
which are easiest to make and, at the same time, most
useful in forming words. Combine the letters into short
words. Copy very simple sentences.
For grade II, continue work of grade I. Teach
capitals.
For subsequent grades, Barnes' National Vertical Pen-
manship.
Grade III, Book I.
Grade IV, Book II.
Grade V, Book III.
Grade VI, Book IV.
Grade VII, Book V.
Grade VIII, Book VI.
Do not limit the work entireh^ to the book. Unite the
grades and give exercises to develop freedom of movement.




Wilson's History Reader or easier portions of Stories
of Great Americans.
Grade IV.
Complete Stories of Great Americans or Stories of
Great Inventors or Stories of American Pioneers. Unite
grades III and IV if practicable.
Grades V, VI, VII.
Unite these grades. Take during the three years two
of the following: Montgomery's Beginner's American His-
tory, Thomas' Elementary Histor\% Tappan's Our Coun-




Montgomery's American History to 1789, supplemented
by McMaster's School Histor\^ of the United States.
Grade IX.
History— Montgomery supplemented by McMaster com-
pleted.
Civics— Dole's American Citizen; study town, state and
national governments. Unite grades VIII and IX. Take
civics one year and phj^siology the next.
GEOGRAPHY.
Grade III.
Carroll's Around the World Book I, or Shaw's Bis:
People and Little People of Other Lands.
Payne's Geographical Nature Studies, about one-half
of book. Choose easiest lessons and those most appro-
priate to the season of the year. Make every lesson lead
to direct observation of nature. Encourage pupils to col-
lect illustrative material. Give out-of-door lessons.
Grade IV.
Complete Geog. Nature Reader. Then take Farr and
McMurray Introductory Geography, Part I. Teach what
is essential. Do not press any point that is beyond the
comprehension of the class. Make home geography, the
study of Fitzwilliam, the basis of the work. Continue the
observational work of grade III. Make map of school
yard, and later of the town.
Grade V.
Introductory Geograph}', Part II. Use the globe




Farr and McMurray Complete Geography. Part I to
Chapter X.
Grade VII.
Complete Geography, Chapter X to Part IV. Unite
grades VII and VIII taking work prescribed for grade VII
one 3'ear and that for grade VIII the next year.
Grade VIII.
Finish Complete Geography. For Asia, Africa and
Oceanica, teach what is most important without attempt-
ing a full study. Make a special study of New Hampshire,
using supplement to Frye Geography.
ARITHMETIC.
Grade I.
First half year— Most of the time should be devoted
to teaching reading. Arithmetic should be taught incident-
ally. See Hall Primer of Arithmetic, Chapters I and II for
suggestions. Nearh^ every child has some knowledge of
number on entering school.' Carefully accertain this for
each individual and build upon it.
Second half 3^ear— Combinations to eight. Develop
each number objectively, using blocks, etc. Use Parish
cards, set A, according to directions accompanying them.
Grade II.
Refer to Hall Primer, especially page XVII. Combi-
nations to 24. Use the weights and measures. Parish
cards, sets A and B, colored sticks and DuShane cards.
Relieve the monoton^^ of the drill b}^ variety of device.
Begin Nichol's Progressive Arithmetic, Part I.
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Grade III.
Nichol's I to measurement, page 97. For supplemen-





Nichol's II to decimal fractions, page 73,
Grade VI.




Nicholas III begun. Omit similar figures, mensuration
of solids, all the algebra and those parts the omission of
which is suggested by the author. Limit the work under
metric system to teaching the general principle of the
decimal system of measurements and the approximate
English equivalents of meter, kilometer, liter, kilogram.
Longitude and time and standard time are to be taken
in connection with the treatment of these subjects in the
geography. Do not devote much time to them.
Grade IX.
Nichols III completed. See directions under grade VIII.
Meservey's Single Entry bookkeeping.
PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.
Teach hygiene rather than anatomy. Only as much of
the latter and of physiology need be taught as is necessary
to give a fair understanding of hygienic laws and sanitary
precautions.
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"The teacher should be on the watch for opportunities
to inculcate hx'gienic ideas of living. The schoolroom
should be a model in all that relates to cleanliness, order,
ventilation and heating. The pupils should help to keep
it so and should understand how and why everj^thing is
done for that purpose." The quotation is from Keene
Course of Study, 1902, to which teachers are referred for
manj^ helpful suggestions.
Grades I. II, III. IV.
Unite these grades so far as is practicable. For sug-
gestions see New Century Oral Lesson Book and Course
of Stud}'. Give the regular instruction during the winter
months so that spring and early autumn ma}- be avail-
able for nature study and home geography.
Grades V, VI, VII.
Combine these grades for two consecutive years. The
Intermediate Physiology completed.
Grades VIII. IX.
Combine these grades and take physiolog^^ one year
and civics the next. See course in histor\', Blaisdell's Our
Bodies and How We Live.
MUSIC.
Tr3' to secure a good qualit}- of tone. Teach the sim-
plest of the elements given in Riple^^ and Tapper's Rote
Song Book and Short Course in music Book 1.
DRAWING.
Correlate drawing with other studies, especially geogra-
phy and nature study.
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NATURE STUDY.
In sprinoc and fall months give vsimple lessons on
animals, birds, flowers and trees. In grades III and IV
combine nature study and home geography.
ROLL OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE.
School No. 1.
First term— Charlie Russell, Esther McAllister, Edna
Streeter, Mildred Streeter.
Second term— Elmer Damon, Fred Streeter, Maud
Streeter, Edna Streeter.
Third term— Edna McAllister, Esther McAllister, Edna
Streeter, Maud Streeter, Fred Streeter, Blanche Wade.
School No. 5— Primary.
First term— Marie McQuinn, Dorothea Davis, June J.
Hayden, Horace B. Firmin, Cedric Fisher.
Second term— Leslie W. Dunn, Hazel M. Dunn, Horace
B. Firmin, Chalburt R. Fisher, Cedric E. Fisher.
Third term— Chalburt R. Fisher, Cedric E. Fisher,
Robert S. Newton.
School No. 5— Grammar.
First term— Marguerite Davis, Frances Firmin, Bessie
Hayden, Beatrice Simenoe, Ira Prentice, Walter Stone.
Second term— Ira Prentice, Hosmer Thompson, Mar-
guerite Davis, Marion Firmin.
Third term— Ruth Emerson, Marion Firmin, Frances
Firmin, Ira Prentice, Hosmer Thompson.
Columbian Primary School.
First term— Rita Norza, Velia Norza, Charles Weeks,
William Weeks, Alphonce Russell.
Second term— Karl Newhall, Janette Newhall, Caterina
Valz, Freddie Merrill, Emma Merrill, Onorina Yon, Oreste
Yon, Charles Weeks, William Weeks, Velia Norza.
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Columbian Grammar School.
First term— Alma Russell, William Prario.
Second term— Edmund Russell, Rita Norza, Fannie
Angier.
School No. 10.
First term— Lucy B. Fairbanks, Archie Champney,
Harold E. Hayden, Walter Turner.
Second term— Gladys Champney.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD.
Balance on hand for schools,
Balance on hand for books and supplies,





Use of Columbian schoolhouse.
Books and supplies,
Books sold to pupils,
General repairs.
For shingling at No. 9,
E. C. Baker, grass, 1903 and 1904,
Tuition from town of Troy,




Miss Bertha Merriam, $91 00
Miss Leona Garland, 147 80
No. 10.
Miss Grace Blodgett, $280 00
Village School.
Miss L. J. Mitchell, primary, $315 00
Miss Grace Barker, grammar, 308 50
Columbian.
H. S. Farwell, grammar, $117 00
Aliss Josephine Williams, grammar, 198 00
Miss Florence Silcox, primary, 315 00
$2,042 80
MILEAGE.
W. H. Stone, balance of mileage last year, $2 80
W. H. Stone, mileage for children to No. 13,
Richmond,
Frank Sherrick, two children to No. 10,
James Russell, 5 children to No. 10,
Joseph Brassavv, 2 children to No. 10,
A. L. Whipple, girl to No. 13, Richmond,
A. F. McConnell, two children to No. 13,
Everett Peck,












No. 1, 36 weeks,








Sentinel Printing Co., order book, $0 63
Edward E. Babb & Co., 8 20
Express, freight and cartage on books and
supplies, 6 65
$189 30
Amount of money for books and supplies on hand, $15 48
WOOD.
Geo. A. Dunton, wood,
Geo. A. Dunton, wood,
R. P. Fisher,
E. L. Stone, splints,
R. L. Angier, wood,
W. E. Holman, wood,
Ed. McAllister, wood,









J. F. Burt, pump and piping,
Mns. Moores, cleaning No. 10,
Ed McAllister, repairs at No. 1,
R. P. Fisher,
Ed. McAllister, No. 1,
R. P. Fisher, repairs,
H. C. Tenney, repairs,
Jonas Damon, repairs,
John Shea, setting glass,
Solomon Carpenter,
Masury, Young & Co., nodusto,
Edward Babb & Co., furniture,
$175 91
Amount expended for repairs above special appro-
priations for that purpose, $50 91
Amount used from general school money to bal-
ance repair fund, $50 91
$4
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Amount expended above appropriations, $4 04
This amount would have more than been made up had
we received our tuition due from town of Troy and Rindge.
ASSETS.
Due from town of Rindge, tuition, $37 40
Due from town of Troy, tuition, 12 40
$49 80




The undersigned having examined the above report of




Fitzwilliam, Feb. 25, 1905.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL TREASURER
CASH RECEIVED.
1904.
Feb. 15. Cash on hand,
Feb. 25. From Troy,
Apr. 12. Catholic meetings.
May 31. From Rindge,
Aug. 26. E. C. Baker, for grass sold, 1904-5,
Town appropriation,





Town appropriation for school supplies,
Feb. 15. Catholic meetings,





Labor in cemetery, $35 00
Care of Spaulding lot,
Care of Damon lot,
Care of Allen lot,
Care of Carter lot.
Attending 13 funerals,
$79 50
Received orders on town, $79 50
Have sold 14i/^ lots for the sum of $30.75 and paid




REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH.
During the past j'ear Fitzwilliam has been exception-
ally free from contagious diseases, only three cases of
scarlet fever and one of typhoid being recorded.
The houses where these cases occurred were properly
placarded and the families quarantined, and thorough
fumigation was carried out by the board of health.
We have also continued to send water for analysis to
the state laborator}'^ of h3^giene, and advise anyone who
is using w^ater which they suspect to be polluted to take
advantage of this means to ascertain whether such is the
case or not.
We continue to have some complaints in regard to
sink drains, cesspools, etc., but find that in most cases
the parties are willing to remove any nuisance when their








In compliance with an act of the legislature, passed
June session, 1887, amended by the legislature of 1899,
requiring "clerks of towns and cities to furnish a transcript
of the record of births, marriages and deaths to the muni-
cipal officers for publication in the Annual Report," I























I hereby certify that the foregoing transcript of births,
marriages and deaths is correct, according to the best of




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
[L. S.]
To the inhabitants of the town of Fitzwilliam, in the
county of Cheshire in said state, qualified to vote in
town affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the town hall in
said Fitzwilliam, on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March
next, at nine of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following subjects
:
Article 1 — To hear and act upon reports of agents,
auditors, committees or officers heretofore chosen.
Art. 2— To choose all necessary town officers for the
year ensuing.
Art. 3— To raise such sums of money as msiy be
necessary to defray town charges for the ensuing 3^ear,
and make appropriations for the same.
Art. 4—To allow accounts against the town.
Art. 5— To raise money for schools and determine the
amount.
Art. 6— To raise money for the repair of highways
and bridges, and determine the amount.
Art. 7— To see what action the town wdll take in re-
gard to the appointment of a liquor agent for the ensuing
year.
Art. 8— To see what number of highway districts the
town will vote to have for the ensuing year.
Art. 9—To see if the town will vote to rescind the
resolution adopted at the annual meeting, March 8, 1904,
in regard to the lighting by electricity the center village
and the depot village and the main road connecting the
two villages in Fitzwilliam for the term of five ^^ears, and
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discharge the committee appointed under said resolution
from any further duties.
Art. 10— To see if the town will vote to cover into
the town treasury the six hundred dollars raised and
appropriated in 1904 for street lighting purposes, the
same having been unexpended.
Art. 11 —To see if the town will vote to paint and
otherwise repair the town house and pay for the same
out of any money in the town treasury not otherwise
appropriated, and that the selectmen act as a committee
to expend the same.
Art. 12— To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of two hundred dollars for the pur-
chase of school books and other supplies.
Art. 13— To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the amount of mone^'- necessary to secure
state aid for the permanent improvement of highways
under the law passed at the January Session, 1905, of the
General Court.
Art. 14— To see if the town will vote to instruct the
selectmen to procure inside blinds or curtains for the
G. A. R. hall and raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
ninety dollars for the same; act or transact anything
relating thereto.
Art. 15—To see if the town will vote to buy two
snow rollers and raise and appropriate a sum of two
hundred dollars for the same.
Art. 16—To see if the town will vote to discontinue
the old road leading from the old Troy road (so called)
to the site of the house formerly owned and occupied by
the late Gilbert C. Bemis.
Art. 17—To see if the town will vote to discontinue
the road leading from the Hodge house on Lot 17, Range 1,
to the Jafifrey line.
Art. 18—To see if the town will vote to rescind the
vote of March 11, 1902, adopting the provision of Chap-
ter 105 of the laws of 1901 in relation to political cau-
cuses and conventions.
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Art. 19—To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of seventy-five dollars to paint and
otherwise repair the fence around the common
;
purchase
a suitable lawn mower, to cut the grass, to gravel the
walks, clean the soldiers' monument and improve the
grounds in front of the town hall ; the same to be ex-
pended under the care and direction of the selectmen, or
take any action relating thereto.
Art. 20— To see if the town will vote to discontinue
a piece of highway as follows: viz: beginning at a point
S. 27° E. from an iron pin at the westerly corner of
George May's land on the northerly side of the highway
leading past said May's house; thence passing through
the mill yard of George A. Dunton & Co. to the angle in
the highway near the site of the house known as the
Moore's house, said angle in the highway being S. 63° W.
and 29 rods more or less distant from the point of begin-
ning.
Art. 21—^^To see if the town will vote to discontinue
the highway commencing at the forks of the road at the
top of the hill above the Forbush house (so called) thence
westerly to the forks of the road near the watering
trough ; subject to gates and bars ; or take any action
relating thereto.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-fifth day






A true copy of Warrant— Attest:
HENRY C. TENNEY,
WINFIELD M. CHAPLIN,
DAVID H. FIRMIN,
Selectmen of Fitzwilliam.
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